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  Question: 1  

You are performing a post-implementation validation survey. What basic tool can be used to 
easily locate areas of high co-channel interference? 

 

A. Throughput tester 
B. Access point spectrum analyzer 

C. Laptop-based spectrum analyzer 
D. Wi-Fi scanner 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 2  

During a post-implementation survey, you have detected a non-802.11 wireless device 
transmitting in the area used by handheld 802.11g scanners. What is the most important 
factor in determining the impact of this non-802.11 device? 

 

A. Protocols utilized 
B. Channel occupied 

C. Receive sensitivity 
D. Airtime utilization 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 3  

A non-802.11 device is suspected of causing interference on the WLAN. You are not certain 
of the location or type of device. What is the best solution for locating this non-802.11 
device? 

 

A. Access point spectrum analyzer 
B. Laptop-based spectrum analyzer with an omni-directional antenna 
C. Laptop-based spectrum analyzer with a directional antenna. 

D. Laptop-based spectrum analyzer with an omni-directional antenna. 
 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 4  

You are tasked with performing a throughput test on the WLAN. The manager asks that you 
use open source tools to reduce costs. What open source tool is designed to perform a 
throughput test? 

 

A. IxChariot 
B. Python 
C. PuTTy 

D. iPerf 
 

  Answer: D  
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  Question: 5  
 
 

You are using a site survey tool for post-implementation validation. You have installed the 
appropriate adapter driver and imported a floor plan. Now, you want to take the next step in 
proper tool use. What must you do before gathering survey data after the floor plan is 
imported? 

 
A. Install iPerf 

B. Install WinPCAP 
C. Calibrate the floor plan 

D. Nothing, you can simply start capturing signal readings 
 

  Answer: C  
 

  Question: 6  

You have received a report of poor wireless connections on the third floor of a building under 
your administration. Three individuals have reported the problem. Apparently, the 
connections are reposting a strong signal, but the users cannot access the Internet. With the 
problem identified, what is the next logical step in the troubleshooting process? 

 

A. Perform corrective actions 

B. Discover the scale of the problem 
C. Create a plan of action or escalate the problem 
D. Verify the solution 

 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 7  

What is the final step in an effective troubleshooting process? 
 

A. Document the results 
B. Disable the WLAN 
C. Notify the users of problem resolution 

D. Verify the solution 
 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 8  

You are troubleshooting a problem with interference from a non-802.11 device. Given that 
the device is not a WLAN device, you cannot use a protocol analyzer and have chosen to 
use a spectrum analyzer. You want to view the signal from the interfering device over time to 
see the activity that is generating. 
What common spectrum analyzer view should you use for this analysis? 

 

A. Waterfall/Spectrogram 
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B. Real-time FFT 
C. APs 

D. Clients 
 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 9  

Your manager asked you to locate a solution that allows for centralized monitoring of WLAN 
performance over time. He wants a single pane of glass for administration and monitoring of 
the solution. What do you recommend? 

 

A. AP-based spectrum analysis 

B. Laptop-based spectrum analyzers 
C. Overlay WLAN monitoring solution 

D. Laptop-based protocol analyzers 
 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 10  

You were previously onsite at XYZ’s facility to conduct a pre-deployment RF site survey. The 
WLAN has been deployed according to your recommendations and you are onsite again to 
perform a post- deployment validation survey. 
When performing this type of post-deployment RF site survey voice over Wi-Fi, what is an 
action that must be performed? 

 

A. Spectrum analysis to locate and identify RF interference sources. 
B. Frequency-band hopping analysis to detect improper RF channel implementations. 

C. Protocol analysis to discover channel use on neighboring APs. 
D. Application analysis with an active phone call on a VoWiFi handset. 

 

  Answer: A  
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